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PLAY OPAL FRUITS AT BETFAIR CASINO
From provider Scientific Gaming, this 3x6 slot
effortlessly combines the otherwise clashing themes of fruit  and space. Opal Slots is a
great performing game that emphasises graphical fidelity, without bogging the
experience down with complicated  play. You don't have to have a sweet tooth to enjoy
this one, but it could help.
To begin a round  of Opal Fruits, the player simply needs
to select their bet from the stake buttons on the right side of  the screen, then hit
spin.
OPAL FRUITS SYMBOLS
Playing the part of the low-paying symbols in Opal Fruits are
the most delicious  looking cards we've ever seen, within the ace to ten range. Higher
paying symbols then include the pear, plum, watermelon,  and grapes.
The wild symbol in
Opal Fruits appears as a clearly labelled Wild icon in front of a rainbow orb.  This can
appear in regular or 3x multiplier forms.
Scatters can appeal as gold symbols with the
letters R, E or  F.
BONUSES AND FREE SPINS
Opal Fruits offers a permanently active
avalanche feature, where all symbols that participate in matches are removed  from the
reels and replaced by additional symbols dropping in from above.
If the player collects
four or more scatters on  any spin, they're granted ten free spins in the Free Spins
bonus game. In this game, the player begins with  a 3x multiplier that increases by one
for each avalanche. It's in this game that the maximum 36,660x payout can  be won.
OTHER
SUGGESTED GAMES
If it was the opal that caught your eye, then maybe Gems Gone Wild
could be more  up your alley.
ONLINE BETTING EXPERIENCE AT BETFAIR CASINO
We spend a lot
of time on slot titles, and at Betfair Casino  we ensure the quality of all our games is
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up to the highest possible standard. Collect the welcome offer to  get started, and
we're confident you'll discover this truth for yourself.  
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